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Abstract
This paper offers three contributions to the burgeoning movements of AI for Social Good (AI4SG) and AI
and the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). First, we introduce the SDG-Intense
Evaluation framework (SDGIE) that aims to situate variegated automated/AI models in a larger
ecosystem of computational approaches to advance the SDGs. In order to foster knowledge
collaboration for solving complex social and environmental problems encompassed by the SDGs, the
SDGIE framework details a benchmark structure of data-algorithm-output to effectively standardize AI
approaches to the SDGs. Second, as a specific instantiation of the SDGIE framework, the SDG Impact
Intensity Model (SDGIIM) is theoretically and operationally established. SDGIIM embeds expert decisionmaking and SDG keyword banks in textual data processing to determine overall SDG “impact intensity.”
Ideally, SDGIIM can be applied to textual data sets from any sector or discipline: academia, business,
government, non-profit, civil society, etc. Third, the SDGIIM instantiation is applied to the specific
domain of academic journal rating systems as a case study. Traditionally, academic journals have been
evaluated on loosely conceived and empirically shaky notions of ‘quality.’ Aligned with the trend of
AI4SG and broader calls to action, ‘impact’ is rapidly becoming the primary normative consideration for
assessing academic journals. We hypothesize and demonstrate that SDGIIM is capable of producing
evaluations aligned with experts’ expectations of SDG impact intensity; the consistent analysis and
rating of textual data sets that embody the SDGs with varying degrees of meaning and, ultimately,
promote positive impact on the actual material conditions of the world.
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1. Introduction: SDGs and AI for social good
The 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals or SDGs (United Nations,
webpage-b; see Figure 1) and accompanying Agenda 2030 (United Nations, 2015) represents a
bold and detailed plan to deliver human flourishing and environmental sustainability by 2030.
This plan requires concerted global multi stakeholder collaboration across all sectors of
society—government, business, civil society, non-governmental organizations, and, as the focus
of this paper, academia.

Fig. 1 The 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Through the use of AI evaluation methods, this paper examines how the primary engine
of academia, published journal research, contributes to the alignment and advancement of the
SDGs by using automated — and in particular AI-based — techniques. Our aim in this paper is
framed within the clear edict of “Sustainable AI'' offered by (Vinuesa et al., 2020):
Specifically, the aim is to understand whether this branch of computer science can
influence production and consumption patterns to achieve sustainable resource
management according to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) outlined in the UN
2030 Agenda. (7)
We offer a contribution to the burgeoning field of AI and ethics focusing on AI for ‘social good’
(Google AI, webpage) or AI4SG (Floridi et al., 2020; Purdy, 2020; Tomašev et al., 2020; Chui et
al., 2019; Gomes, 2019; AISOC, 2017; AAAI, 2017) and specifically, the subdomain of AI and the
SDGs (Cowls et al., 2021; Di Vaio et al., 2020; Goralski and Tan, 2020; Hager et al., 2019; Kriebitz
and Lütge, 2020: 85; Tsamados et al., 2021: 12; and Vinuesa et al., 2020). Our aim is to
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contribute insight to this exciting movement, deploying AI insights to advance the SDGs in order
to tackle some of the world’s most exigent human and environmental problems.
What we call SDG-Intense Evaluation, or SDGIE (see Figure 2), contextualizes how
various approaches to SDG-related evaluations constitute a framework to undergird discussion
throughout the paper. We offer the SDGIE framework as an organizing schema encompassing
various approaches to evaluating how artificial intelligence assesses SDG-related contributions
of AI models and applications. SDGIE supports (Cowls et al., 2021) insightful observation that
AI4SG as a field embodies a “lack of normative analyses and a shortage of empirical evidence”
and “advocates the use of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) as a
benchmark for tracing the scope and spread of AI4SG” (p.1).

Fig. 2 SDG Impact Evaluation (SDGIE) Framework
The SDG Impact Intensity Model, or SDGIIM, as described hereafter, is one instantiation
of possible approaches in the SDGIE. By framing a larger ecosystem for these models, we
establish a domain in which approaches can be compared, discriminated, and ultimately
improved upon. Iterating upon the efficacy of each approach enables expansive facilitation for
identifying content with SDG-intensity and contributes directly to the acceleration of SDG
realization, regardless of the application.
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It should be noted that what ‘counts’ as content with SDG-intensity is fundamentally an
issue of normative ethical standards, subjectively determined by a variety of human inputs and
culture. Given the use of an algorithm to adjudicate standards in SDGIE, this paper will carefully
examine the expert human intelligence and decision-making that inform the algorithm. As Véliz
(2021: 1) instructs, “algorithms are not moral agents,” so moral agency derives from how an
algorithm is programmed by humans. It is only by fully understanding the moral logic,
normative assumptions, and critical discernment powering an algorithm that ‘social good’ can
be adjudicated. Our aim is to reveal the key challenges of SDGIE in order to continually improve
its constituent instantiation models and deliver maximum impact on the SDGs.
It is necessary to provide additional background on how our approach fulfils the social
good as the AI involved in SDGIIM is a second-order, yet very potent determinant of advancing
or inhibiting ‘social good’ in academic publishing, academia, and ultimately, the material
circumstances of the world. Conventionally, positive or negative impacts of AI are considered
first-order in nature. AI is utilized to generate actionable data and insights that directly affect
human and environmental outcomes. Algorithm outputs can have beneficent effects as seen in
myriad contexts. Predictive analytics generate accurate weather predictions. Supply chain AI
helps maintain the vital flow of goods and services. AI in genomic analytics aids advancements
in the development of medicines and treatments. Cybersecurity AI provides for personal,
military, and industrial security and continuity. Of course, AI’s impacts can foster deleterious
social and environmental consequences as well. AI has been deployed for nefarious ends of
authoritarian cyber police states, “surveillance capitalism” (Wylie et al., 2022), racial and
gender profiling, and fomenting an addictive and injurious “attention economy” through social
media (Bhargava & Velasquez, 2021).
For the purposes of our paper, we locate the moral impact of academic journals in
relationship to AI as a twofold second-order effect. First, academic journal articles are
consumed for educational, policy, scientific, managerial, etc. purposes. Knowledge from
academic journals is employed in all aspects of human existence and significantly shapes
behavior and outcomes, both positively and negatively. Admittedly, this causal chain of the
written words into actions (Steingard & Linacre, in press) is not directly a result of algorithm
outputs or AI technique; it is not first-order causality. However, it is precisely sophisticated AI
approaches that power how academic journals are valued in terms of their quality and,
presumably, demonstrable impact in the world.
In short, AI determines what academic journals are ‘better’ than others by criteria fed to
algorithms primarily focused on counting journal article citations–”citation-intensity” (Steingard
& Linacre, 2021)--rather than the SDG Impact Intensity we are offering in this paper. For
example, Google Scholar’s (Google, webpage) algorithm’s primary determines its “Top
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publications” by using the “h5-index” which is a purely quantitative counter of citations with no
qualitative evaluation of impact included. Contrastingly, myriad search strings and portals for
finding SDGs in academic journals exist (Purnell, 2022). Bibliometric outputs are solely
determined by the underlying, second-order, criteria built-in to their algorithms. There is no
amoral position for these algorithms–they either count quantitatively with no indication of
impact or they specifically analyze content to ascertain alignment with normative standards of
positive impact as embodied in, for the purposes of this paper, the SDGs. Shifting the paradigm
of academic journal evaluation from counting to impact requires a fundamental paradigm shift
in the algorithms that power ratings, search tools, bibliometrics, and other analytics that
determine their value. Thus, SDGII, being powered by AI in this second-order modality, adds
squarely to the AI for ‘social good’ called for in this special issue.
The remainder of this paper examines the application of one particular model of
SDGIE—the SDG Impact Intensity Model or SDGIIM, that analyzes academic research impact in
alignment with the SDGs. Our approach formalizes the notion of impact, and allows AI to
operationalize that impact—effectively marrying the positive impacts outlined by the SDGs with
a more principled approach to apply AI for “‘social good,’ enabling the deployment of
revolutionary services'' that “will meaningfully impact societal development and sustainability”
(AI & SOCIETY, 2021: 1). We hope our SDG-centered contributions in this paper advance this
inspiring call to action.

2. Methodology
2.1 SDGs in academic publishing
Examining our particular model of the SDGIE framework—the SDG Impact Intensity
Model (SDGIIM), whose development was inspired by research we previously conducted on
reporting and best-practice sharing of activities related to the SDGs in our SDG Dashboard
(Garwood et al., 2020). In this section we apply our SDG Impact Intensity model to an
application involving the rating of academic journals in a collaborative partnership between
Saint Joseph’s University and Cabells Scholarly Analytics (Linacre, 2021a,) whose mission is: “To
provide academics with accurate information and reputable outlets for publication” (Cabells,
webpage-a: 1).
We chose our analysis of SDG-intense evaluation in academic publishing because of an
upswell of activity in this sector. Since ratification by 193 countries in 2015, academic interest in
publishing about the SDGs continues to increase (Nakamura et al., 2019). Evidence for this
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claim is provided by examining the sheer number of search engines and publisher portals that
allow academic researchers to query academic research content through the lens of the SDGs.
A review of these SDG gateways produces a number of open-source and commercial resources
to query academic content and research vis-à-vis the SDGs: Digital Science & Research
Solutions, webpage; Elsevier, webpage; Taylor & Francis, webpage; Springer Nature, webpage;
RELX plc, webpage; Rotterdam School of Management, webpage; ScienceOpen, webpage;
Emerald Publishing, webpage; Linacre, 2021b; Responsible Research in Business Management1).
Additionally, as an important recent development through the United Nations, the SDG
Publishers Compact now serves as an official signatory organization “designed to inspire action
among publishers...to accelerate progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
by 2030” (United Nations, 2015: 1).
Common to all of these gateways are algorithms that adjudicate what ‘counts’ as
academic research supporting the SDGs—a quest to find construct validity around the idea of
actual social impact (Bornmann et al., 2019; Ravenscroft et. al., 2017). However, the underlying
standards, methodology, techniques, etc. behind these approaches are largely opaque, and for
good reasons. While collaboration on advancing the accuracy of the SDGIE framework is
possible, there are justifiably competitive and market-based reasons why different providers
would not open-source their proprietary code or normative decision-rules underlying the
algorithms. However, by establishing the SDGIE framework for understanding different
approaches to computing SDG impact, there is now common ground for mutual investigation
and development of different SDGIE models generally.2
We begin with the question: How do we ascertain if a particular academic journal
accurately reflects an embodiment of the SDGs and engenders impact? (Jack, 2020). What
would make a journal SDG-affirming, neutral, or possibly even contravene impact on the SDGs?
Two key demands arise from these questions. First, we must understand the substantive
essence of the SDGs. What do the SDGs mean and how do we interpret their meaning? Second,
with an understanding of the SDGs, how do we apply this understanding to our academic
journal unit of analysis? How can we measure to what extent a journal embodies the SDGs—
how SDG-intense is that journal? Moreover, SDG Impact Intensity adds another demand in
terms of the type of meaning required—impact, the degree to which any particular journal not

1 “UN SDG related issues for management” is a sub-gateway of the more encompassing Responsible Management

Gateway.
2 To this end, and in the spirit of

SDG #17: Partnerships for the Goals, the authors are collaborating with
researchers from Guelph University’s Lang School of Business (Rodenburg et al., 2021) and the Rotterdam School
of Management (webpage), exchanging ideas and testing outcomes for convergent/discriminant validity of our
respective techniques.
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only reflects the SDGs to some degree, but also offers scholarly theories, constructs,
applications, cases, tools, etc. that can arguably be deemed to advance the SDGs’ core purpose
and material manifestation. Does a journal accelerate (or possibly deter) the fulfillment of
particular SDGs that improve the human condition and promote environmental sustainability in
the world?
The ultimate objective of the SDGIIM academic journal rating system is to provide an
accurate evaluation of how much SDG-intense content is present in an academic journal, our
chosen domain for application. While the scope of application of the rating system is limited in
this paper to academic journals as the unit of analysis, it is plausible that the SDGIIM could be
applied to other domains that involve representations of SDGs in text, e.g., corporate reports
(Kulevicz et al., 2020), government reports, policies, websites, books, project descriptions,
individual journal articles, social media, databases, etc. Common to all of these domains is the
analysis of textual expressions; language as it occurs naturally in a domain that is interrogated
and processed via the SDGIIM model’s algorithm.

2.2 SDGIIM instantiation
In this section we discuss in more detailed terms the motivations for the choices made
in the instantiation of the SDGIIM; an outcome metric that assesses the degree to which
academic journals reflect SDGs in their published articles. This metric is derived from
consideration of a number of possible assessment options. What does it mean for a journal and
its articles to be “intense” in terms of SDGs? Intensity as we define it is a combination of three
primary factors. First, SDGIIM appraises the meaningfulness of the relationship between the
content of the article and the SDGs. How central are the SDGs to the thesis or purpose of the
article? For example, an article that analyzes and makes recommendations about promoting
gender equality in the workplace would be directly supportive of SDG#5: Gender Equality. This
article, prima facie, would be cast as very intense vis-à-vis this particular SDG. Additionally, the
article would definitely have some high intensity around SDG#10: Reduced Inequalities.
Conversely, an article that promoted business strategies to capitalize on industrial production in
the developing world where worker and environmental standards are lax, and even exploitive,
would receive a very low intensity rating. Meaning here is adjudicated by the actual language
used in the aggregate SDG keywords applied to the SDGs and its Targets. For this factor of
meaning, journal article intensity is determined by the word matching generated from the
algorithm—to what degree do we find SDG keywords in the article?
We compiled a list of 1,095 keywords that we collected to represent the SDGs. We
obtained meaningful keywords from RELX (webpage) and SDSN Australia, New Zealand and
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Pacific (2021). We also utilized The Big Benchmarking Tool (University of Worcester & Kingston
University London, webpage) to organize these keywords into sub-lists for the specific SDGs
they represent.
The SDGIIM relies on frequency as one of its factors. Frequency provides a measure of
how many times SDG keywords occur in a journal. Continuing with the example from SDG#5:
Gender Equality, core keywords like “women(s’)”; “empowerment”; and “equal opportunities”
would occur multiple times in related articles. Of course, syntax and word strings matter—e.g.,
just discussing “empowerment” without a direct connection to “women” would not align. Later
in the paper we discuss next steps to improve the algorithm to identify particular phrases and
word combinations in context as meaningful. The factor of frequency is also further codified by
including an analysis of clustering—different groups of keywords that demonstrate high
frequency. It would be reasonable in a SDG#5: Gender Equality high intensity article to discover
clusters of word groups. Clustering also adds a form of triangulation to the algorithm; the more
words from the SDG keyword bank that align, the higher the probability that the article is
actually reflective of the SDGs. If only the word “women” appeared in an article, that article
could be about a variety of topics related or unrelated to SDG#5. This more sophisticated type
of frequency and clustering analyses are critical to the success of the algorithm to determine
the accuracy of the SDGIIM.
In addition to meaning, frequency, and clustering, another factor that undergirds SDG
SDGIIM is weighting in the algorithm. Weighting entails the assignment of multiplicative values
for each of the words in the SDG keyword bank. The keyword bank is subdivided into three
general categories. Category 0 contains all of the SDG keywords sourced from the most intense
sources of keywords related to the SDGs—the actual wording of the SDGs using the language of
the SDGs themselves (e.g., “SDG(s),” “sustainable development goals,” “global goals”) as well as
certain keywords extracted from Agenda 2030 (e.g., “Agenda 2030” and “United Nations”).
Categories 1 - 17 contain specific language from each of the Goals and accompanying Targets.
Categories 18+ are a collection of expert recommended keywords that allow for
recalibrations—human learning—of the algorithm to include more keywords that include SDGintense journals that did not score well due to their technical language differentiation. These
journals are certainly worthy of a solid SDG Impact Intensity rating, but effectively missed by
the algorithm.
In our approach, keywords are the pillars of rating and categorization of journals. Word
cloud analysis is another technique (Heimerl et al., 2014) frequently used in the context of
keyword extraction and in the area of social and environmental impact akin to SDG-intense
evaluation (Kulevicz et al., 2020). We have experimented with word clouds as a supplemental
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lens to evaluate and validate the results produced by the SDGIIM. A word cloud visually
represents the frequency and importance of a set of words by varying the font size of the
words. Creating and analyzing the world clouds produced for the journals of interest is an
example of data exploration in which we form hypotheses about our defined problem or
project goal (here assessing SDG Impact Intensity) by visually analyzing the data. In order to
make the word clouds more meaningful, we refined the set of words by means of a
preprocessing phase in which we removed stop words, numbers, non-English words, special
characters, and applied lemmatization (Manning et al., 2008).
The final aspect of the model that must be instantiated is the measurement of the
impact, i.e. of the degree to which any particular journal can be deemed to advance the SDGs
core purpose and material manifestation of ‘social good’ in the world. For this purpose, the
keywords are assigned weights, which are aimed at capturing how much a certain keyword may
be evidence of impact. Because our aim is to assign weights that enable a transparent
evaluation of impact, the current weighting scheme is intentionally minimalistic. The keywords
of SDG_i and SDG_18 have a weight of 1. The keywords of SDG_0 have a weight of 17. This
weighting scheme is designed to make the total weight from all of the SDG_i and SDG_18 equal
to that of the SDG_0 keywords, in line with the view discussed earlier of the SDG_0 keywords as
critical indicators representing the core SDG values and terms, unlike some of the SDG_i
keywords, which may be ambiguous.
This tripartite keyword bank subdivision affords us the opportunity to fine tune how
SDG Impact Intensity is derived in the SDGIIM. How heavily in the ultimate rating should each of
these weigh in the final calculation? Continuing with the SDG#5 Gender Equality journal
example to explicate weighting, this journal would obviously score highly on SDG #5. Yet, if it
does go deeply on this one SDG and does not register on any other SDGs or is not explicitly
contributing to Category 0, how weighty should its assignment be? Does a journal’s depth on
one SDG mean a higher SDG Impact Intensity score than another journal who less intensely
addresses three SDGs? Does a journal that scores highly on Category 0—a direct hit for SDGs—
but does not score well on any particular SDGs—count less than a journal that goes deep on
one SDG? Calibrating the SDG score weights in concert with meaning, frequency, and clustering,
evidences the biggest challenge in determining SDG Impact Intensity. Which words,
combinations of words, and frequency of words define a valid and methodologically defensible
attribution of SDG Impact Intensity to a journal?
Thus, we can begin to envision how an AI technique can assist in ascertaining a loosely
or even unsubstantiated approach to “impact” with the model of the SDGIE framework, moving
toward “intensity.” Textual analysis via keyword banks will reveal a rich milieu of meaning—
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keywords reflecting the SDGs present in the text ground the analysis. The quantity of
occurrences provides another layer of discrimination. While sheer numbers do not necessarily
indicate impact intensity, quantity is a vital dimension if tempered with another element in
calculating intensity. Magnitude of keyword occurrences crosscuts a simple count of quantity
by weighting each keyword in the overall calculation. Even with words common to the SDGs,
there are particular words that reflect the deeper essence or particular facets of the SDGs as a
composite system or individually as 17 dimensions. In the next section we detail how our
technique incorporates these evaluative criteria to produce a valid construct of “SDG Impact
Intensity” through the SDGIIM.

3. Case Study: SDGs in Academic Publishing
The emerging importance of SDGs in academic publishing makes for a practicable and
fruitful domain in which to articulate, apply, and test the SDGIIM. Figure 3 combines the
domain specific case application within the overall model, examining academic journals, as the
unit of analysis, for degrees of SDG impact intensity. As mentioned earlier, these data sources
are interchangeable with textual data from a variety of sectors (e.g., business, government,
etc.). Our particular instantiation of this model can serve other models in the SDGIE framework
as a benchmark for comparing, contrasting, and integrating best practices. The model is
fundamentally an iterative, organic process that integrates both expert input and automated
computation (e.g., automated reasoning and machine learning techniques) to support its
evolution.

Fig. 3 SDG Impact Intensity Model (SDGIIM)
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3.1 How the SDGIIM assesses SDG impact
Endemic to the SDG Impact Intensity model is the construct of SDG impact—capturing
the substantive essence of the SDGs, i.e. what the SDGs mean and how one should interpret
their meaning. As previously discussed, measuring the extent to which a journal embodies the
SDGs is reduced to calculating the frequency and weights attributed to the keywords found
throughout the titles and abstracts of the journal. Note that in this context, a keyword may be a
multi-word phrase. We leverage various techniques to detect the occurrence of keywords in
spite of morphological variations that do not affect the meaning and of the presence of
additional words. A detailed discussion is omitted as it is outside the scope of the present
paper.
It is important to discuss, more generally, what ‘impact’ means as an evaluative lens on
academic research. With the recent development of advanced web scraping and big data
analytics, academic publishers and institutions alike now employ myriad citation indices, social
media indices, rankings, ratings, etc. to effectively adjudicate estimations of impact for
academic research outputs. The UK has even made such evaluations integral to its national
focus on “assessing the quality of research in UK higher education institutions” (REF, n.-d.: 1).
Perhaps before examining the impact of academic outputs, it is prudent to consider
‘alignment,’ and in this particular case of SDGIE, alignment within the SDG gateways discussed
earlier.
How do these portals discover matches between content and SDGs? Although all of
these portals provide some overview of their methodologies, it is difficult to pinpoint the
underlying models and applications that power them. Given the pure scale of these
undertakings, all of these approaches employ some type of principled algorithmic technique
that interrogates data, drawing conclusions about how well the content matches SDGs. Once
alignment is achieved, challenging questions arise as to how this alignment fosters, and to what
degree it impacts the world. Incorporation of SDG language in topics and applications found in
academic research does not necessarily guarantee impact; yet discovering patterns of language
and expressions is a defensible proxy for considering SDG iImpact Intensity.
Core to these approaches are a few underlying and oftentimes tacit assumptions about
what impact means. Impact is usually associated with quantitative metrics that equate ‘more’
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with ‘better’: the number of times a particular piece of published academic work is cited in
other academic publications (e.g., SSCI, Google Scholar) and in social media (e.g., Altmetrics). Of
course, a paper cited thousands of times versus one that receives a handful of citations is
undoubtedly more well known and perhaps even influential, but does it generate the type of
impact necessary to advance the SDGs with tangible results? There are currently scant
mechanisms for interrogating how quantitative occurrences of academic citations correlate (or
do not) with a clearly articulated, transparent, and widely accepted definition of impact. As we
will see later, our particular application of the SDGIIM enriches this quest for maximum
occurrences of data with specific, quantitative decision-rules and standards that provide a more
robust and holistic approach to the assessment of impact .
To address this question of impact, we must first consider the underlying and hidden
assumptions about what makes for “quality” (Aksnes et al., 2019) academic research.
Traditionally, quality academic research is characterized by a number of factors: its theoretical
and methodological rigors; peer-review assessment; citation counting; editorial board
affiliations and reputations; social media mentions; journal rankings, etc. These aspects of
quality do provide a solid foundation for academic research in terms of a standardized scientific
approach that is vetted and legitimized as meaningful knowledge. Yet, there are no provisions
for quality research to necessarily provide insights about positive or negative impacts on people
and the planet. In other words, quality research is not readily equivalent with research that
makes an impact on ethical and sustainable outcomes. It is also the case that by having selfreinforcing, closed systems of evaluating quality, there forms an elitist cabal of ‘top’ journals
that are unchanging over time (Harley & Fleming, 2021). Once a journal is considered high
quality based on subjective cultural approval—not adjudicated by objective scientific or ethical
standards—there is a self-reinforcing, entrenched dynamic that maintains a subset of academic
journals consistently at the apex of rating and rankings. It may be argued that this is the inverse
of a virtuous circle.
No matter the actual impact of a journal, the fact that it is cited frequently and popular
(not all that is popular is beneficial) in social media enables ranking entrenchment; becoming
even that much more difficult for the ‘best’ journals to be unseated. And, this dynamic makes it
extremely difficult for a new journal to break into the top echelons of journals that are
considered high quality or, specifically in this paper, to make an impact. One could argue that
low citation scores and social media hits indicate that a journal is demonstrably not meritorious
of high esteem in academic circles. Yet, if these lower-rated, alternative journals do indeed
deliver more demonstrable impact than highly rated ones, they should be considered with a
different set of metrics and standards; this is precisely why we are introducing our alternative
SDGIIM.
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Moreover, it is arguably the case that many of the vexing social and environmental
challenges of today have manifested because “quality” research (Pontille, D., & Torny, 2010) is
not always conducive to the publication of valuable research that impacts positive results.
Moreover, the attendant analytical techniques supporting notions of quality are calibrated and
biased to produce metrics of quality that may be detached from impact. Traditional notions of
quality journals include objective data of acceptance rates, composition of editorial boards, and
quantification of citation hits. Additionally, there are other subjective data like deans’ surveys,
social media analytics (Bornmann et al, 2019), and published journal rankings (Purnell, 2022)
that factor into evaluative schema of quality. However, these inputs do not necessarily provide
insights as to the impact journals may have on ethical and sustainable outcomes for humanity
and the Earth. Arguably, given the range of troubling global issues like climate change, poverty,
economic injustice, ecosystem destruction, human rights violations, etc., it may be the case that
quality journals—by not directly addressing remedies for these issues directly—in fact
contribute indirectly to these deleterious issues, creating negative impacts.
By way of illustration, a particularly well-received paper does not necessarily guarantee
positive (or avoid negative) impact on person and planet. For instance, leading scholarship on
mega-scaling fossil fuel extraction economics and practices—while perhaps cutting-edge in a
conventional energy paradigm—is arguably generating a negative impact on the Earth due to its
associated greenhouse gas emissions that foster global warming and climate change. Thus,
given how traditional academic cultures and standards produce top-rated academic scholarship
of impact based primarily on quantitative metrics and self-referencing, it is plausible to
postulate that not all impact ascribed to academic scholarship is for the ‘good’ no matter how
well intended.
There exist particular academic cultural biases in determining impact. Harley and
Fleming (2021: 1) found that only 2.8% of elite management journal articles between 2008 and
2010 “addressed global ‘grand challenges’--such as inequality, climate change, racism, and
gender discrimination.” Journal rankings in academic disciplines are usually determined by
surveys of academics and academic administrators without consideration of any consistent
normative ethical standards related to impact. It would be unfounded to claim these cultural
productions of academic publishing impact to be mere popularity contests. However, the
guiding principle for determining impact by academics oftentimes has more to do with intraacademic standards of impact than with the extra-academic contributions of academic research
to the greater good of society or the sustainability of the Earth (Responsible Research in
Business Management, webpage) .
Compounding this self-referential dynamic is the dominance of particular publishers as
bellwethers of impact for a particular field. To advance the conversation about how impact is
determined in academic publishing, we offer a conceptualization and test of a model for an
15

SDGIE evaluation schema that incorporates directly the normative ethical imperatives of human
rights, social, gender, and racial justice, environmental sustainability, economic prosperity, and
peace grounded in the SDGs. Utilizing SDGs as an ethical undergirding for assessing the positive
human and environmental impacts of academic research is the first step to reframing impact.
Fortunately, there is a great deal of positive momentum as reflected by a demonstrable
commitment by the major leaders of academic publishing as signatories of the SDG Publishers
Compact (United Nations, 2015).

3.2 Application of SDGIIM to academic journal publishing data
As for data, the SDGIIM was applied to a subset of the approximately 3,000 business and
business related journals listed on Cabells: 50 journals from the Financial Times FT50 (Ormans,
2016) and 50 handpicked (by the staff at Cabells and Saint Joseph’s University), expertevaluated journals presumed to be particularly rich with SDG impact. These two types of
journals were chosen purposefully as a method to test whether or not the SDGIIM would be
capable of accurately differentiating extreme polarities of SDG Impact Intensity and even more
refined gradations—effectively, this is the working hypothesis depicted in Figure 4. More detail
on the datasets follows below.

Fig. 4 Predictive Hypothesis for SDG Impact Intensity
It is worth remarking that FT50 is widely considered to be the most prestigious ranking
system for high quality academic business journals. The primary criteria for inclusion in the
FT50 are generated almost exclusively from subjective human input via surveys of business
school deans and editorial input by the Financial Times staff. While some more objective data
may be considered indirectly in these rankings—e.g., number of citations, institutional prestige
of authors, editorial board member affiliations and reputations, etc.—they are not included
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directly in any methodical, scientific manner. Basically, it is not an exaggeration to characterize
the FT50 as a ranking generated by opinionated, collective subjective human judgment. The list
of 50 journals vaunted by the FT50 is the byproduct of a relatively small number of raters
weighing-in on what they consider to be quality journals. The standards of quality here are not
explicit, transparent, or verifiable and have caused much heated debate (Anwar, 2021;
Christensen Hughes, 2020; Jack, 2021; Linacre, 2021b; Rodenburg et al., 2021; Steingard &
Linacre, in press). This paradigm shift is part of a larger “reorientation” in “the ecosystem of
ranking, rating and accreditation institutions” comprising leadership education (Morsing, 2021:
10). Encouragingly, there is a clarion call for a sea change in moving from conventional notions
of “quality” to “impact”:
The growing demand for societal impact of teaching, research, and operations
necessitates fresh approaches to our analysis of business school rankings. I discuss the
Financial Times’ approach and the need for fresh methods, metrics, and standards (Jack,
2021).
The second dataset of 50 journals is hand-picked by the team working collaboratively at
Cabells and SJU. Where the FT50 were chosen on subjective standards of quality, this impact
set of 50 journals was chosen because of hypothesized alignment with the type of impact
expressed in the SDGs. It is critical to note that both the FT50 and this handpicked impact list of
journals are both determined subjectively and unmoored from any objective scientific process.
This does not make these selections invalid or unjustified, but does remind us of their human
judgement origins. They are both expert-system, human intelligence driven, rationalized by
explicit and tacit decision-rules about what counts for quality (FT50) and SDG-related impact
(Cabells-SJU 50). In effect, the human subjectivity of both the FT50 and SDG50 is evaluated
objectively through the SDG Impact Intensity algorithm.
To test and gather our SDG Impact Intensity evaluations, we collected an average of 700
articles per journal for both datasets, all from a publishing date of 2015 to 2020, approximately
80,000 titles and abstracts totalling 13,600,000 words. For each journal, we collected title and
abstract information.3 There have been multiple strategies undertaken to collect this data.
Where appropriate, we developed web scraping tools that automatically download the
required content. Some of the web scrapers are designed specifically for the websites of the

3 It is publishing data

analytics industry practice to utilize titles, abstracts, and keywords as a composite data set
for analyzing textually derived themes for academic journals in the aggregate and individual articles. Full-text
searches of articles are impractical and inconsistent because of paywalls. In future iterations of the SDGIIM we
intend to include article keywords to enrich our data set and fortify results. It is a promising development that
several academic publishers are offering an SDG keyword selection function for submitting authors.
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most popular publishers of the Cabells Journalytics (Cabells, webpage-b) where the 3,000
journals originated. These web scrapers allow us to gather data for a large portion of the set.
Next, we leveraged CrossRef (Crossref, webpage), a database with records for over 18 million
content items from 1,500 publishers and societies. Publishers supply CrossRef with article
information for their journals, but supplying the abstracts is optional. We queried CrossRef
using a journal’s ISSN and retrieved its articles’ titles and abstracts starting from 2015 where
available.
We manually collected data for some of the more elusive journals in the Cabells 3,000
business and business-related journals set. We exported this data from the ABI/INFORM
ProQuest Database (ProQuest, webpage) and from the Saint Joseph’s University Post Learning
Commons & Drexel Library Resources (webpage). ProQuest’s ABI/INFORM Database is a
popular resource for researchers to find scholarly journals, newspapers, reports, and datasets.
Similar content and querying interfaces are available through most institutions.

4. Results: SDG Impact Intensity as a
Defensible Construct
4.1 Criterion validity of SDG Impact Intensity
To assess SDGIIM in academic journals we begin with a simple hypothesis. Based on the
topics, theories, methodologies, author(s) intent, and overall content of an academic journal, it
can be evaluated for its degree of SDG intensity. Since academic journals, and their
subcomponent articles are textual products, this assessment must have the capacity to examine
a journal’s composite text (article titles and abstracts) and extract the degree to which that
journal is meaningfully aligned with the SDGs. It is fortunate that the SDGs themselves are very
well articulated across 17 goals, 169 targets, and 231 indicators (for a consolidated integration
of goals, targets, and indicators see The Danish Institute for Human Rights, webpage). The SDGs
are very rich in linguistic expression and provide a robust textual dataset to analyze the
journals.
Now we can more concretely articulate our experimental design to assess the criterion
validity (American Psychological Association, webpage) of SDG Impact Intensity—how
effectively can it predict the SDG Impact Intensity of a given set of journals? We hypothesize
that the Cabells-SJU 50 will score higher (see Figure 4). If this hypothesis is proven true to some
meaningful degree, it would demonstrate that the algorithm powering the SDGIIM validated
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the human judgement of what constitutes a journal that is SDG-intense. This would help
establish a form of “ground truth” and explainability criteria (Ding et al., 2021; Guidotti, 2021;
Yalcin et al., 2021) for evaluating the accuracy of rating algorithms and implementing the idea
of criterion validity.
In the output produced by the algorithm, the overall SDG Impact Intensity rating
captures the holistic impact of the journal across all 17 SDGs. Additionally, extra weight is given
to the occurrences of the keywords that explicitly mention the SDGs, e.g., “SDGs,” “Sustainable
Development Goals.” “Agenda 2030,” and others (keyword bank SDG_0). The argument here is
that any journals that refer specifically to the SDGs as a holistic system of policies and practices
merit more influence on results. While a journal dedicated to, for example, gender equality in
management, would score highly, it would score even higher if referring directly to SDG #5:
Gender Equality. The other three categories output the top 3 SDGs covered by the journal. This
is useful to pinpoint more directly how a journal might specialize in contributing to the impact
of particular SDGs; because the scope of the SDGs is so vast, no individual journal can be
expected to address more than perhaps 2 or three SDGs with any depth of impact.
Of course, SDG Impact Intensity is more nuanced than just a one-to-one word
correspondence and frequency count; a journal is more SDG-intense if there are simply more
matching words in the overlapping set. Indeed, at a basic level, matching words and the
quantity of those matching words provides a preliminary assessment of SDG-intensity. Yet,
since SDG Impact Intensity is intended to be a metric of impact for journals vis-à-vis the SDGs,
does a large overlap of matching words incontrovertibly correlate with increased SDGintensity? There are many problems with this superficial approach (Jack, 2020). First, each of
the SDG keywords is not equivalent in terms of their contribution to impact. Clearly, there are
variations of meaning weights between words in the SDG keyword banks. And, especially for
multiple word sequences in the keyword banks, journals may not exactly employ those terms,
but still reflect the meaning of them as syntax matters. Negation, the notion that a keyword
identified in a journal may be using the SDG keyword bank term in a contrary manner resulting
in negative impact is a critical consideration. Also, there are simple contextual meaning
attributions that can be wrong; e.g., “equity” can denote equitable distribution or financial
capital, depending upon the context. We elaborate further on this topic in the final section.

4.2 Predictive validity of SDG Impact Intensity
As seen in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 below, our overall prediction was supported. Green
journals are Cabells-SJU 50 selections and pink journals are the FT50. Only 2 (4%) of the FT50
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journals scored in the top 50 of SDG Impact Intensity while 48 (96%) of the Cabells-SJU 50
scored in the top 50 of SDG Impact Intensity. Moreover, these 2 journals placed very low at
positions 42 and 50. Only 4 (8%) of Cabells-SJU journal selections placed in the bottom 50 and
none below position 64. This overwhelmingly demonstrates that, at least in discriminating
between these two data sets, the decision-rule logic inherent in the SSDGIIM’s algorithm
effectively distinguishes journals chosen for SDG Impact Intensity. Since only 2 of the FT50
journals registered in the upper half of SDG Impact Intensity, we conclude that the decisionrules for choosing those 50 journals based on “quality” standards do not intentionally consider
the “impact” considerations of SDG Impact Intensity. Of course, this conclusion does not
advocate a wholesale discount of FT50 journals from aligning with the SDGs; evidentiarily, there
are FT50 journals that do score at least some degree of SDG Impact Intensity, particularly
around the lower midpoint of Figure 5.1. Yet, it is promising that the approach produced such a
clear distinction, a foundation to feel confidence that the underlying logic of the SDG Impact
Intensity is solid and can be developed.
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Fig. 5.1 Prediction table for FT50 and Cabells-SJU 50 journals
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Fig. 5.2 Prediction table for FT50 and Cabells-SJU 50 journals
The final SDG Impact Intensity ratings produced from column B of Figures 5.1 and 5.2
will be translated from their numerical basis into a six-element SDG wheel rating system as seen
in Figure 6. SDG Impact Intensity represents a graphical adaptation of the number produced by
the process described above. The measure is represented by a 3 SDG wheel rating system that
subdivides into half wheels, ranging from one-half a wheel to three full wheels. The number
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and proportion of wheels assigned to the ratings is determined by the score produced by the
algorithm. Cutoffs for the wheel ratings are based on an imposed curve for these scores. This
visualization is akin to similar star rating systems found on e-commerce websites, movie
reviews, restaurant reviews, etc. The introduction of the coarser 3 wheel rating system to
represent the more finely grained score of a journal is motivated by our recognition that
evaluations of SDG impact are inherently approximated regardless of the level of sophistication
of the algorithms leveraged by a given instantiation of our framework. In fact, even human
experts might disagree among themselves on the specific score assigned to a journal, but they
are likely to agree in terms of the measure such as the 3 wheel rating system.

Fig. 6 SDG Impact Intensity wheel rating system
At the time of writing, these 100 ratings are in the process of being attached to
individual records in Cabells’ Journalytics (Cabells, webpage-b) and currently available on the
SDG Impact Intensity Journal Ratings (webpage). These ratings, along with the three individual
top SDG ratings, will assist users of Cabells to better ascertain the SDG Impact Intensity of
academic journals. We look forward to feedback from the Cabells user community and other
networks as methods to further validate the SDGIIM with additional expert input to refine our
algorithm.
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5. Future research considerations
This section offers two broad types of considerations based on the constructs and
application in this paper. First, we offer some considerations related to the overall domain of
the SDGIE framework and SDG evaluation as a vehicle for ‘social good.’ Second, we offer
remarks on what we have learned (and still need to learn) about how our particular
instantiation of the SDG Impact Intensity Model (SDGIIM), as one of many possible models in
the SDGIE framework, can contribute to more theoretical rigor and predictive validity when
evaluating SDG impact on any textual dataset employing an algorithmic technique.
It is important to note that, while not implemented in the current instantiation, the
framework we propose allows for incorporating a machine learning component that can help
identify particular disciplinary language domains in order to increase the robustness of the
algorithm. In its current instantiation, the SDGIIM algorithm was developed as an
implementation of decision-rules based on expert knowledge. This can be viewed as an
instance of “learning by being told” (Mostow, 1983: 367) and was chosen in order to form a
principled, transparent foundation. Given this solid foundation, more sophisticated AI and
machine learning techniques can be integrated thanks to the flexibility of the SDGIIM. We
provide here a brief discussion of some such techniques.
From a certain point of view, the algorithm’s interpretation of the text in identifying the
keywords is quite rudimentary, as it does not take into account the context of the sentences where
the keywords are found. For example, “equity” can mean two very different things as illustrated
earlier. Negative constructions may also need to be interpreted carefully. Extraneous words mixed
within the words of a keyword phrase may also alter the meaning of the passage to the point that a
human expert would not want to associate it with an occurrence of the keyword. Multiple
techniques related to Natural Language Processing, including full-fledged Natural Language
Understanding (Agarwal, 2019) and potentially Sentiment Analysis (Whitelaw et al., 2005), could be
introduced to achieve a better evaluation of context and meaning.
The assignment of weights to keywords could also be refined by leveraging machine
learning. Specifically, it would not be difficult to allow experts to provide their intended SDG wheel
rating for a collection of journals and use machine learning techniques to adjust the weights
accordingly. Conversational AI (Yousef & Torad, 2019) and Explainable AI (Adadi & Berrada, 2018)
techniques could also be used to make the approach more transparent to users. For instance, a user
may be surprised by the difference in ratings between two journals. A refinement of the current
instantiation might allow the system to provide an explanation for the different ratings, for instance,
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by pointing out which keywords made a particular difference. The ensuing dialogue with the user
might then allow the system to refine the evaluation strategy.
One overarching issue is framing the SDGIIM as a standards-based system of evaluation.
The algorithm’s standards are generated by the extant keyword bank and its further refinement
as described above. The SDG Impact Intensity of a journal is effectively determined by the
degree to which it reflects keywords—both in the number of keywords hit and the nature of
those hits. With refining the standard by adding keywords through human input and automated
machine learning, this poses a potential problem of relativism while considering the standard.
The standard is changing to fit the admission of new journals and new keywords deemed to be
aligned with the SDGs. At what point does this exceptionalism of human tweaking debase the
objectivity of the algorithm? Of course, this iterative, evolutionary process is quite healthy. Any
standard needs reassessment and tweaking over time as more is learned to inform it.
Yet, this begs the question of data comprehensiveness. How will we know when the
SDGIIM has processed enough journals and attendant data to be considered a reliable
technique? A practical application will illuminate this point. The next phase of research and
deployment of the SSDGIIM will involve developing SDG Impact Intensity ratings for 8%
(250/3000) academic business and business-related journals. Undoubtedly, the interrogation of
this larger data set will most definitely result in the addition of keywords and phrases to the
keyword bank and in the recalibration of the percentiles of ratings for specific journals. A
journal currently in the upper quartile of our 100 journals may move down, considered
amongst the 250. So, it appears that a journal's rating is relative to the overall data set and not
anchored to a fixed standard. In fact, it is already the case that divisions of the SDG Impact
Intensity wheel rating system are adjusted by human input. For instance, much thought was
given to whether or not any journal should receive a 3 full wheel rating, implying that it was
perfectly aligned with the SDGs. Would it be more beneficial to tweak the algorithm to prohibit
any journals from achieving a 3 full wheel rating, suggesting that no journal ever fully supported
the SDGs? Simply put, if you rate a fixed set of journals and you develop your standard from
that ratings system, you are most likely to segregate that fixed set into comparison groups with
some being better than others generating a relativistic evaluation. To combat this issue of
shifting standards and perhaps arbitrarily established standards, the key will be to continuously
develop the SDGIIM with more data comprehensiveness.
The above discussion of relativism and data comprehensiveness leads to another critical
consideration of ratings vs. rankings. Currently, the SDGIIM is configured to provide a wheel
rating of SDG Impact Intensity for the 100 journals in the data set. Each journal is evaluated
independently through the keyword algorithm—an individual rating. However, as this project
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has unfolded, we have learned of a desire to convert the ratings produced by our system into a
relativistic ranking. Let us take a moment to discern the crucial difference. A ranking would take
a fixed set of journals—let us say the 100 in our project—utilize the algorithm to rank order the
100 from 1-100 with the #1 spot being occupied by the most SDG-intense journal and the 100th
being the least SDG-intense. Such a ranking would provide a false sense of efficacy because the
ranking, although based on the keyword bank and how the SDGIIM processes it, would skew
toward forced ordination instead of allowing each journal's rating to stand on its own.
Moreover, if the ranking paradigm is applied to a particular set of journals (e.g., like the
FT50) there will by definition be the #1 (best) SDG-intense journal and the #50 (worst) SDGintense journal regardless of the objectively determined rating produced by the algorithm. By
way of analogy, if one is asked to rank order the quality of 10 types of out-of-date, spoiled
cheese, one will produce a list from 1-10, but #1 on the list will still be cheese unfit for human
consumption. The point here is to ensure that future iteration of the SDGIIM and its algorithm
focus on a ratings-based system rather than a rankings-based system.
As the SDGIE framework is a contribution to AI4SG (Floridi et al., 2020), its potential to
galvanize a number of evaluative approaches involving SDGs is promising. As SDGs continue to
gain importance in academia, business, government, etc., the SDGIE framework allows for
myriad approaches to coalesce around key questions of constructs, methods, and AI
techniques. Since the scope of this paper focuses on evaluating SDG Impact Intensity with our
SDGIIM in the domain of academic journal publications, work to adapt other models and
applications in the SDGIE framework could prove fruitful. We hope that our efforts in this paper
can make a contribution to the evolution of how AI is applied to advancing the “‘social good’”
as detailed in the call for papers in this special issue (AI & SOCIETY, 2021: 1) offered by the SDGs
in academic journal publishing and research, as well as other domains of application.
At the completion of Phase 1 that included generating predictive ratings for the first 100
journals as a sample, in a collaborative effort with Cabells, the Saint Joseph’s University team
formulated a 75/75 predictive test for Phase 2 to further refine the algorithm using machine
learning models and further test the existing SDGIIM. Cabells provided the Saint Joseph’s
University team with a list of 15,414 business journals and SJU selected 150 with the following
conditions. To ensure the prospective variance in sample selection (Bhandari, 2020) we
developed a 75/75 predictive approach. For the first sample, we selected 75 journals (from a
subset of business ethics, sustainability, and law journals) that the Saint Joseph’s University
team, based on our experience with the first 100 journals in Phase 1, predicted would score
highly with SDG Impact Intensity. And for the second 75, we selected a mix of accounting
journals expecting them to have lower SDG Impact Intensity ratings. Effectively, the Saint
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Joseph’s University team used its accumulated knowledge as subject matter experts to test the
SDGIIM. Preliminary results from the 75/75 predictive test confirm the validity of the SDGIIM.
As discussed above, special emphasis is given to inducing sample variation as it will allow us to
develop better predictive models for SDG Impact Intensity ratings. As a future research
consideration, we may conduct research on predicting journal ratings using the existing results
as a base for machine learning models (Song et al., 2017).
In this paper, we examined how published journal research can be evaluated with
automated and AI-based techniques, in terms of its contributions to aligning with and
advancing the SDGs. We proposed the SDG-Intense Evaluation (SDGIE) framework as an
organizing schema encompassing the current approaches to evaluating published journal
research terms of their SDG-related contributions. Additionally, we described one particular
instantiation of the framework, the SDG Impact Intensity model or SDGIIM, and applied it to the
particular domain of academic journal ratings as a case study. We trust our paper adds insight
to these exciting movements of AI4SG (Floridi et al., 2020) and SDGs and AI (Cowls et al., 2021)
in order to tackle some of the world’s most exigent human and environmental problems.
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